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Language change across space and time is one of the main concerns in historical linguistics. In this article, we develop tools to assist researchers and domain experts in the study of language evolution.
First, we introduce a method to automatically determine whether two words are cognates. We propose an algorithm for extracting cognates from electronic dictionaries that contain etymological information. Having built a data set of related words, we further develop machine learning methods based on orthographic alignment for identifying cognates. We use aligned subsequences as features for classification algorithms in order to infer rules for linguistic changes undergone by words when entering new languages and to discriminate between cognates and non-cognates.
Second, we extend the method to a finer-grained level, to identify the type of relationship between words. Discriminating between cognates and borrowings provides a deeper insight into the history of a language and allows a better characterization of language relatedness. We show that orthographic features have discriminative power and we analyze the underlying linguistic factors that prove relevant in the classification task. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt of this kind.
Third, we develop a machine learning method for automatically producing related words. We focus on reconstructing proto-words, but we also address two related sub-problems, producing modern word forms and producing cognates. The task of reconstructing proto-words consists of recreating the words in an ancient language from its modern daughter languages. Having modern word forms in multiple Romance languages, we infer the form of their common Latin ancestors. Our approach relies on the regularities that occurred when words entered the modern languages. We leverage information from several modern languages, building an ensemble system for reconstructing proto-words. We apply our method to multiple data sets, showing that our approach improves on previous results, also having the advantage of requiring less input data, which is essential in historical linguistics, where resources are generally scarce.
Introduction
Natural languages are living ecosystems-they are constantly in contact and, by consequence, they change continuously. Two of the fundamental questions in historical linguistics are the following: How are languages related? and How do languages change across space and time? (Rama and Borin 2014) . Traditionally, both problems have been investigated with comparative linguistics instruments (Campbell 1998) . The main idea of the comparative method is to perform a property-based comparison of multiple sister languages in order to infer properties of their common ancestor. For a long period, the comparative reconstruction has been a time-consuming manual process that required a large amount of intensive work. Addressing the first question implies developing methods for identifying cognates. Addressing the second question implies investigating borrowings and analyzing how words evolve from one language into another.
Cognates are words in different languages having the same meaning and a common ancestor. Investigating pairs of cognates is very useful not only in historical and comparative linguistics (in the study of language relatedness [Ng et al. 2010 ], phylogenetic inference [Atkinson et al. 2005] , and in identifying how and to what extent languages changed over time or influenced each other), but also in other research areas, such as language acquisition, bilingual word recognition (Dijkstra, Grootjen, and Schepens 2012) , corpus linguistics (Simard, Foster, and Isabelle 1992) , cross-lingual information retrieval (Buckley et al. 1997) , and machine translation (Kondrak, Marcu, and Knight 2003) .
According to Hall (1960) , there is no such thing as a "pure language"-a language "without any borrowing from a foreign language." The process by which words enter one language from another is called linguistic borrowing. A borrowed word, also called loanword, is defined as a "lexical item (a word) which has been 'borrowed' from another language, a word which originally was not part of the vocabulary of the recipient language but was adopted from some other language and made part of the borrowing language's vocabulary" (Campbell 1998) .
The unprecedented contact between languages in today's context of high mobility and the explosion of communication tools led to an inherent enrichment of languages by borrowings. 1 Why and how the borrowing process takes place are fundamental questions that, by their nature, invite experimental perspective (Chitoran 2011 ). To answer the first question, Campbell (1998, page 59) notes that "Languages borrow words from other languages primarily because of need and prestige." Further, the author states that the result of the borrowing process depends on numerous factors, such as the length and intensity of the contact and the extent to which the populations in question are bilingual. In problems of language classification, distinguishing cognates from borrowings is essential. Although admittedly regarded as relevant factors in the history of a language (McMahon et al. 2005) , borrowings bias the genetic classification of the languages, characterizing them as being closer than they actually are (Minett and Wang 2003) . According to Gray and Atkinson (2003) , correctly determining cognates and borrowings is essential in the process of phylogenetic inference, as false cognates and unrecognized borrowings could incorrectly increase the degree of similarity between languages. False cognates are more harmful than missing valid cognates in language comparison, because they can lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the genetic relationships between languages (List, Greenhill, and Gray 2017) . Thus, the need for discriminating between cognates and borrowings emerges. Heggarty (2012) acknowledges the necessity and difficulty of the task, emphasizing the role of the "computerized approaches."
Reconstructing proto-words, which is central to the study of language evolution, consists of recreating the words in an ancient language from the words in its modern daughter languages. Bouchard-Côté et al. (2013) emphasize the important role this task plays in historical linguistics, because it enables evaluating proposals regarding the phenomenon of language change. Although the main hypothesis in this research problem is that there are regularities and patterns in how words evolved from the ancestor language to its modern daughter languages, there are also words that diverged significantly from their ancestor. Take, for example, the Latin word umbilicu(lu)s (meaning umbilicus): it evolved into buric (Romanian), nombril (French), and umbigo (Portuguese), three forms that are dissimilar to one another and to the Latin word. Reconstructing proto-words is a challenging task, and several studies have gone beyond the comparative method to automate the process of proto-language reconstruction (Oakes 2000; Bouchard-Côté et al. 2013; Atkinson 2013) .
Other closely related research problems are the production of cognates (determining the form of a given word's cognate pair) and modern words (determining the form in which a proto-word evolves in a modern daughter language). We emphasize two research directions that rely on these tasks of producing word forms: diachronic linguistics, which is concerned with language evolution over time, and the study of foreign language learning, which focuses on the learning process and on the influence of the learner's mother tongue in the process of second language acquisition. Producing cognates can also contribute to the task of lexicon generation for poorly documented languages with scarce resources.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of our research. In Section 3 we present previous work on identifying and producing related words. In Section 4 we describe the process of building a data set of related languages. In Section 5 we introduce our methods for identifying cognates and for discriminating between cognates and borrowings. In Section 6 we describe our system for producing related words, with its three sub-tasks: reconstructing proto-words, producing modern word forms, and producing cognates. Finally, in Section 7 we draw conclusions and present several directions for future work.
Our Approach
In this article, we propose a series of tools and resources to provide support in computational historical linguistics. 2 Our first goal is to automatically identify the relationship between words, focusing on cognates and borrowings. More specifically, we propose methods for identifying cognates and for discriminating between cognates and borrowings.
First, we develop, implement, and evaluate a dictionary-based approach to identifying cognates based on the etymology of the words. The proposed method has the advantage of creating large databases of cognate pairs, and it can be easily generalized to languages for which electronic dictionaries with etymological information are available. As a case study, we apply this method on Romanian, identify the etymologies of the Romanian words, and determine cognate pairs between Romanian and related languages (such as Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese). Using these pieces of information, we build a data set of multilingual cognates for Romanian, and develop a parallel list of over 3,000 cognate sets across five Romance languages with common Latin etymology.
Second, we introduce a method to automatically determine whether two words are cognates. We use an orthographic alignment method that proved relevant for sequence alignment in computational biology (Needleman and Wunsch 1970) , but has become popular in natural language processing as well. We use aligned subsequences as features for machine learning algorithms in order to infer rules for linguistic changes undergone by words when entering new languages and to discriminate between cognates and non-cognates. We apply our method on a subset of the automatically extracted data set of cognates presented in Section 4 for Romanian and four related Romance languages: Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.
Third, we investigate the task of discriminating between cognates and borrowings. The challenge and importance of this task is emphasized by Heggarty (2012, page 122) as follows:
What solution is there, then, if we can neither ignore the problem of distinguishing cognates from loanwords, nor overcome it in the many cases where we do not have the necessarily linguistic knowledge to do so? There is in fact a possibility: to sidestep the question entirely at the data analysis stage, and simply to identify which forms are judged to be somehow 'correlate' with each other-whether by specialists in those languages, or more objectively by computerized approaches. Furthermore, Jäger (2018) considers the handling of language contact (and borrowings, more specifically) an "unsolved problem for computational historical linguistics." We address this research problem and propose an automatic method for identifying the type of relationship between words (cognates or borrowings/loanwords). We show that orthographic features have discriminative power and we analyze the relevance of several underlying linguistic factors in the classification task. We run experiments on four pairs of languages: Romanian-Italian, Romanian-Spanish, Romanian-Portuguese, and Romanian-Turkish.
Our second goal is to automatically produce related words. We address the following three sub-problems: reconstructing proto-words, producing modern word forms, and producing cognates.
We begin with the reconstruction of proto-words. Given words in modern languages, the task is to automatically reconstruct the proto-words from which the modern words evolved. We address this problem in two steps. For the first step, given cognate pairs in multiple modern languages and their common ancestors, we propose a method based on sequence labeling for reconstructing proto-words that we apply on each modern language individually. For the second step, we introduce an ensemble system to use information from sister languages for reconstructing their common proto-words. We run experiments for reconstructing proto-words on three data sets of cognates in Romance languages. We use cognate sets in Romanian, French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, along with their common Latin ancestors.
Then, we address the production of modern word forms. We investigate word derivation from a donor language into a recipient language. We experiment with Romanian as a recipient language and we investigate borrowings from more than 20 donor languages. We further evaluate how well our approach models the form of foreign words that have been borrowed by Romanian, and which donor language is better modeled by our method.
Finally, for the production of cognates, we investigate whether, for a given pair of languages, having one word from a cognate pair, we can automatically determine the form of its cognate. We also conduct a comparison between recipient languages: Given a donor language whose words were borrowed in multiple recipient languages, we compare the performance of the system for each recipient language. We first use cognates between Romanian and five languages: Spanish, Italian, Turkish, Portuguese, and English. Further, we take into account the common ancestor of the cognate pairs and investigate in which language the production is better. Our experiments revolve around the Romance languages (Romanian, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese), but we also work with languages from other language families.
The methods that we propose can use either the orthographic or the phonetic form of the words. We use the orthographic form because this is what is available for most data sets. Moreover, we build on the idea that orthographic changes represent sound correspondences to a fairly large extent (Delmestri and Cristianini 2010) . Even if the phonetic representations are largely used in identifying cognates, the orthographic representations have led to good performance as well, even on noisy data (Mackay and Kondrak 2005; Delmestri and Cristianini 2012) . For one of the data sets used in our experiments, we have both the orthographic and the phonetic forms available, and we obtain very similar performance for the two cases.
Related Work
In a natural way, one of the most investigated problems in historical linguistics is to determine whether similar words are related or not (Kondrak 2002) .
Identification of Related Words
Most studies in this area focus on automatically identifying pairs of cognates. There are three important aspects widely investigated in the task of identifying cognates: semantic, phonetic, and orthographic similarity. They were utilized both individually (Simard, Foster, and Isabelle 1992; Church 1993; Inkpen, Frunza, and Kondrak 2005) and combined (Kondrak 2004; Steiner, Stadler, and Cysouw 2011) in order to detect pairs of cognates across languages. For determining semantic similarity, external lexical resources, such as WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), might be necessary. For measuring phonetic and orthographic proximity of cognate candidates, string similarity metrics can be applied, using the phonetic or orthographic word forms as input. Various measures were investigated and compared (Inkpen, Frunza, and Kondrak 2005; Hall and Klein 2010) ; the edit distance (Levenshtein 1965) , the XDice metric (Brew and McKelvie 1996) , and the longest common subsequence ratio (Melamed 1995) are among the most frequently used metrics in this field. Gomes and Pereira Lopes (2011) proposed SpSim, a more complex method for computing the similarity of cognate pairs which tolerates learned transitions between words.
Algorithms for string alignment were successfully used for identifying cognates based on both their forms, orthographic and phonetic. Delmestri and Cristianini (2010) used basic sequence alignment algorithms (Needleman and Wunsch 1970; Smith and Waterman 1981; Gotoh 1982) to obtain orthographic alignment scores for cognate candidates. Kondrak (2000) developed the ALINE system, which aligns words' phonetic transcriptions based on multiple phonetic features and computes similarity scores using dynamic programming. List (2012) proposed a framework for automatic detection of cognate pairs, LexStat, which combines different approaches to sequence comparison and alignment derived from those used in historical linguistics and evolutionary biology.
The changes undergone by words when entering from one language into another and the transformation rules they follow have been successfully used in various approaches to identifying cognates (Koehn and Knight 2000; Mulloni and Pekar 2006; Navlea and Todirascu 2011) . More recent approaches used neural networks (Rama 2016) and dictionary definitions (St Arnaud, Beck, and Kondrak 2017) to identify cognates reliably. Minett and Wang (2003) focused on identifying borrowings within a family of genetically related languages and proposed, to this end, a distance-based and a character-based technique. Minett and Wang (2005) addressed the problem of identifying language contact, building on the idea that borrowings bias the lexical similarities among genetically related languages. Tsvetkov, Ammar, and Dyer (2015) developed a model based on universal constraints from Optimality Theory to identify plausible donor-loan word pairs in contact languages.
According to the regularity principle, the distinction between cognates and borrowings benefits from the regular sound changes that generate regular phoneme correspondences in cognates (Kondrak 2002) . In turn, sound correspondences are represented, to a certain extent, by alphabetic character correspondences (Delmestri and Cristianini 2010) . Kondrak (2002) drew attention to two interesting and challenging research problems in diachronic linguistics: historical derivation and comparative reconstruction. Historical derivation consists of deriving the modern forms of the words from the old ones. Comparative reconstruction is the opposite process, in which the old forms of the words are reconstructed from the modern ones.
Production of Related Words
Researchers have been continuously interested in language derivation (Pagel et al. 2013 ). The first attempts to address this problem focused on regular sound correspondences to construct modern forms of the words, given a proto-language, or vice versa. Some of the early studies on partially automating proto-language reconstruction belong to Covington (1998) (investigating multiple alignment for historical comparison), and Kondrak (2002) (proposing, among others, methods for cognate alignment and identification). Most of the previous approaches to producing related words relied on phonetic transcriptions (Eastlack 1977; Hartman 1981; Hewson 1974) . They built on the idea that, given the phonological context, sound changes follow certain regularities across the entire vocabulary of a language. The proposed methods (Hewson 1974; Eastlack 1977; Hartman 1981 ) required a list of known sound correspondences as input, collected from dictionaries or published studies.
More recent approaches addressed the complete automation of the reconstruction process. Oakes (2000) proposed two systems (Jakarta and Prague) that, combined, cover the steps of the comparative method for proto-language reconstruction (discovering regular sound changes, statistically evaluating the identified sound changes, using them to verify real word pairs, and proposing rules to infer the ancestor words from their descendants). Another probabilistic approach belongs to Hall and Klein (2010) , who obtained an average edit distance of 3.8 on reconstructing proto-words using automatically determined cognate sets, using the data set of Romance languages proposed by Bouchard-Côté, Griffiths, and Klein (2009) . With an average word length of 7.4, as reported by the authors, this means that, on average, the words had about half of the letters correctly determined. Bouchard-Côté et al. (2013) used probabilistic models to trace language change in the Austronesian languages, based on a given phylogenetic tree. Other probabilistic approaches to producing related words belong to Bouchard-Côté et al. (2007) , Bouchard-Côté, Griffiths, and Klein (2009) , and Hall and Klein (2010) .
Aligning the related words to extract orthographic changes from one language to another has proven very effective when applied to both the orthographic (Gomes and Pereira Lopes 2011) and the phonetic form of the words (Kondrak 2000) . The orthographic changes have also been used for producing cognates, which is closely related to the task of identifying cognates, but has not yet been as intensively studied. Whereas the purpose of identifying cognates is to determine whether two given words form a cognate pair, the aim of producing cognates is, given a word in a source language, to automatically produce its cognate pair in a target language. Beinborn, Zesch, and Gurevych (2013) proposed a method for the production of cognates relying on statistical character-based machine translation and learning orthographic production patterns, and Mulloni (2007) introduced an algorithm based on edit distance alignment and the identification of orthographic cues when words enter a new language.
One of the best approaches to reconstructing proto-words (Bouchard-Côté et al. 2013) relies on an analogy to reconstructing the genealogy of the species from genetic sequences in biology. This approach requires an existing phylogenetic tree and the phonetic transcripts of the words, to infer the ancient word forms based on probability estimates for all the possible sound changes on each branch of the tree.
A Dictionary-Based Approach to Building a Data Set of Related Words
In this section, we propose an algorithm for extracting cognates from electronic dictionaries that contain etymological information (Ciobanu and Dinu 2014c) . After we obtain a data set of related words from dictionaries, we develop automatic methods, based on machine learning, for identifying and producing related words.
Considering a set of words in a given language L 1 , to identify the cognate pairs between L 1 and a related language L 2 we apply the following strategy: First, we determine the etymologies of the given words. Then, we translate in L 2 all words without L 2 etymology. We consider cognate candidates the pairs of input words and their translations. Using electronic dictionaries, we extract etymology-related information for the translated words. To identify cognates we compare, for each pair of candidates, their etymologies and etymons (their source words from foreign languages). If they match, we identify the words as being cognates. We assume that etymons match even when they are different inflected forms of the same word. For example, the Romanian noun apostrof (apostrophe) has the Latin etymon apostrophus, which is the nominative form, and its translation in Italian, appostrofo, has the Latin etymon apostrophum, which is the accusative form. Similarly, the Romanian verb admira (to admire) has the Latin etymon admirare, which is the active voice (to admire), and its translation in Italian, ammirare, has the Latin etymon admirari, which is the passive infinitive (to be admired). We relax our etymon-matching rule and we identify pairs such as apostrof-appostrofo and admira-ammirare as being cognates. This is actually a simplified, ad hoc stemming, or grouping the words with the same root. Stemming is not applicable to all languages, but it is generally accepted that the Indo-European languages, on which we run this experiment, are suited for stemming.
Our solution for addressing the task of identifying cognates answers the question raised by Swadesh (1954) : "Given a small collection of likely-looking cognates, how can one definitely determine whether they are really the residue of common origin and not the workings of pure chance or some other factor?," as we limit the analysis only to words that share a common etymology-that is, words that are known to be related. For example, for the Romanian word victorie, Romanian dictionaries report a Latin etymology and the etymon victoria. Because this word does not have Italian etymology, we assume it might have a cognate pair in Italian. Consequently, we translate it in Italian, obtaining the word vittoria. We consider the words victorie and vittoria cognate candidates. Using an Italian dictionary, we identify, for this word, a Latin etymology and the etymon victoria. We compare the etymologies and the etymons for the Romanian word and its translation in Italian and, as they match, having a common ancestor (Latin) and the same etymon (victoria), we identify them as a cognate pair. Our method for identifying cognate pairs and word-etymon pairs is represented in Figure 1 .
We investigate cognate pairs for Romanian and five other languages: French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Turkish. The first four in our list are Romance languages, and our intuition is that there are numerous words in these languages that share a common ancestor with Romanian words. As for Turkish, we decided to investigate the cognate pairs for this language because many French words were imported in both Romanian and Turkish in the nineteenth century, and we expect to find a large number of Romanian-Turkish cognate pairs with common French ancestors, which could provide a deeper insight into the lexical similarity of the two languages. The ideal situation is to use machine-readable dictionaries for all languages, but we are restricted in our investigation by the available resources.
For determining the Romanian words' etymologies, we use the DexOnline 3 machine readable dictionary. For Italian, 4 French, 5 Spanish, 6 Portuguese, 7 and Turkish 8 we extract relevant etymology-related information from online dictionaries. We use regular expressions to extract etymologies and etymons for foreign words. We manually translate Romanian words using Google Translate's first results. 9 We only needed wordlevel translations (not sentence-level translations). We made this choice because Google Translate is publicly available and widely used. Overall, we had to translate over 250,000 words for all the languages that we investigated. Our system does not rely on Google Translate; it can be used with other translation tools as well.
In order to evaluate our automatic method for extracting etymology-related information and for detecting related words, we randomly excerpt 500 words for each of the considered languages (Romanian, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Turkish) and we manually determine their etymologies. Then, we compare these results with the automatically obtained etymologies and compute the accuracy for etymology extraction for each language. We obtain the following results: 95.4% accuracy for Romanian, 98.0% for Italian, 96.6% for French, 98.2% for Spanish, 99.8% for Portuguese, and 99.6% for Turkish.
In Table 1 we report the number of Romanian words having an etymon or a cognate pair in each of the five considered languages. We account only for lexemes, leaving inflected form aside. Therefore, we consider 136,733 words in our investigation. Some of these words have cognate pairs or etymons in more than one language. A total of 4,124 
3,503 5,599 9,654 2,301
Romanian words in DexOnline have an etymon or a cognate pair in all four Romance languages.
In Table 2 we provide statistics regarding the common ancestors of the Romanian words and their cognates in French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Turkish. As expected, most cognates between Romanian and related languages have Latin common ancestors; for Portuguese, we notice that a substantial number of cognates have French (20%) and Greek (15%) common ancestors. For Turkish, most cognates have French common ancestors as well. In the nineteenth century, numerous French words entered the Romanian lexicon. Therefore, a significant number of words are reported in the Romanian dictionaries as inherited from French. This is why the number of Romanian-French cognates is much lower than the number of words with French etymons.
Identification of Related Words
Our goal is to automatically identify the relationship between words, focusing on cognates and borrowings. More specifically, we propose a methodology for identifying cognates and for discriminating between cognates and borrowings. We use an orthographic alignment method and we use aligned subsequences as features for machine learning classification algorithms, in order to infer rules for linguistic changes undergone by words when entering new languages and to identify if and how the words are related.
First, we address the task of identifying cognates. That is, given a pair of words (u, v), we determine whether they are cognates or not. We apply our method on a subset of the automatically extracted data set of cognates that we previously developed for Romanian and four related Romance languages: Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese.
Second, we investigate the task of discriminating between cognates and borrowings. That is, given a pair of words (u, v), we determine whether they are cognates or v is the etymon of u. We run experiments on four pairs of languages: Romanian-Italian, Romanian-Spanish, Romanian-Portuguese, and Romanian-Turkish.
Methodology
Our methodology for identifying related words (cognates and borrowings) is described by the following workflow:
(1)
Aligning the pairs of related words using a string alignment algorithm;
(2) Extracting features from the aligned words;
(3) Using machine learning classification algorithms to discriminate between the classes (cognates vs. non-cognates, or cognates vs. borrowings).
We utilize orthographic alignment for identifying pairs of cognates, not only to compute similarity scores, as was previously done, but to use aligned subsequences as features for machine learning algorithms. Our intuition is that inferring languagespecific rules for aligning words will lead to better performance in the task of identifying cognates.
String Alignment. To align pairs of words, we use the Needleman and Wunsch (1970) global alignment algorithm. Global sequence alignment aims at determining the best alignment over the entire length of the input sequences. The algorithm guarantees finding the optimal alignment and is efficient (it uses dynamic programming). 10 Its main idea is that any partial path of the alignment along the optimal path should be the optimal path leading up to that point. Therefore, the optimal path can be determined by incremental extension of the optimal subpaths (Schuler 2002) . For orthographic alignment, we consider words as input sequences and we use a very simple substitution matrix, which gives equal scores to all substitutions, disregarding diacritics (e.g., we ensure that e andè are matched). 11 Feature Extraction. Using the aligned pairs of words as input, we extract features around mismatches in the alignments. There are three types of mismatches, corresponding to the following operations: insertion, deletion, and substitution. For example, for the Romanian word exhaustiv and its Italian cognate pair esaustivo, the alignment is as follows:
e x h a u s t i ve s -a u s t i v o
The first mismatch (between x and s) is caused by a substitution, the second mismatch (between h and -) is caused by a deletion from source language to target language, and the third mismatch (betweenand o) is caused by an insertion from source language to target language. The features we use are character n-grams extracted from the alignment of the words. We ran experiments with three types of features:
n-grams extracted around gaps in the alignment (i.e., we account only for insertions and deletions);
(ii) n-grams extracted around any type of mismatch in the alignment (i.e., we account for all three types of mismatches);
(iii) n-grams extracted from the entire alignment.
For identifying cognates, the second alternative leads to better performance, whereas for discriminating between cognates and borrowings, the third alternative leads to the highest accuracy. As for the length of the n-grams, we experiment with n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We achieve slight improvements by combining n-grams with different sizes (i.e., if n = 3, we use 1-grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams combined). In order to provide information regarding the position of the features, we mark the beginning and the end of the word with a $ symbol. Thus, for the above-mentioned pair of cognates, (exhaustiv, esaustivo), we extract the following features around any type of mismatch in the alignment, when n = 2:
x>s ex>es xh>s-h>-xh>s-ha>-a ->o v->vo -$>o$ For identical features we account only once. Therefore, because there is one feature (xh>s-) which occurs twice in our example, we have eight features for the pair (exhaustiv, esaustivo).
Learning Algorithms. We experiment with naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to learn orthographic changes and to identify the relationship between words. We put our system together using the Weka workbench ), a suite of machine learning algorithms and tools. For SVM, we use the wrapper provided by Weka for LibSVM (Chang and Lin 2011) . We use the radial basis function (RBF) kernel (Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini 2004), which can handle the case when the relation between class labels and attributes is non-linear, as it maps samples non-linearly into a higher dimensional space, making use of a kernel parameter γ. 12 Evaluation Measures. To assess the performance of our method, we use the following evaluation measures: precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy.
Task Set-up. For each language pair, we split the data in two subsets, for training and testing, with a 3:1 ratio. We experiment with different values for the ngram size (n ∈ {1, 2, 3}) and we perform grid search and 3-fold cross validation over the training set in order to optimize hyperparameters c and γ. We search over {10 −5 , 10 −4 , ..., 10 −1 , 1, 2, ..., 15} for c and over {10 −5 , 10 −4 , ..., 10 4 , 10 5 } for γ.
Automatic Identification of Cognates
In this subsection, we apply our methodology to automatically determine pairs of cognates across languages (Ciobanu and Dinu 2014b) .
Words undergo various changes when entering new languages. We assume that rules for adapting foreign words to the orthographic system of the target languages might not have been very well defined in their period of early development, but they may have since become complex and probably language-specific. Detecting pairs of cognates based on etymology is useful and reliable; but for resource-poor languages, methods that require less linguistic knowledge might be necessary. The proposed method requires a list of known cognates; and for languages for which additional linguistic information is available, it can be customized to integrate historical information regarding the evolution of the language.
Experiments.
We apply our method on an automatically extracted data set of cognates for four pairs of languages: Romanian-French, Romanian-Italian, Romanian-Spanish, and Romanian-Portuguese. We use the data set introduced in Section 4. We discard pairs of words for which the forms across languages are identical (i.e., the Romanian word matrice and its Italian cognate pair matrice, having the same form), because these pairs do not provide any orthographic changes to be learned. For each pair of languages we determine a number of non-cognate pairs equal to the number of cognate pairs. The non-cognates are also translations of the Romanian words in French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, but the difference is that they do not share a common etymon with the Romanian words. Finally, we obtain 445 pairs of cognates for Romanian-French, 13 3,477 for Romanian-Italian, 5,113 for Romanian-Spanish, and 7,858 for Romanian-Portuguese. Because we need sets of approximately equal size for comparison across languages, we keep 400 pairs of cognates and 400 pairs of non-cognates for each pair of languages. In Table 3 we report statistics regarding the length of the words in the data set, and the average edit distance between cognates and non-cognates. Given a pair of languages (L 1 , L 2 ), the len 1 and len 2 columns represent the average word length of the words in L 1 and L 2 , respectively. The edit column represents the average normalized edit distance between the words. The values are computed only on the training data, to keep the test data unseen. The difference in length between the related words shows what operations to expect when aligning the words. In Tables 4 and 5, we provide, for each pair of languages, the five most relevant 2-gram orthographic changes, determined using the χ 2 distribution implemented in Weka, and the five most frequent 2-gram orthographic changes in the cognate pairs from our data set. 14 The χ 2 test determines the dependency of two variables. For feature selection, the class label is used as target variable. The χ 2 statistics is computed for each feature, with respect to the target variable, and the features are ranked based on the computed values. The lower ranked features are those independent of the target variable (the class label). They are deemed less useful for the classification task. None of the top ranked orthographic cues occurs at the beginning of the word, while many of them occur at the end of the word. The most frequent operation in Tables 4 and 5 is substitution.
Baselines. We compare the performance of the method we propose with previous approaches for automatic detection of cognate pairs based on orthographic similarity. We use several orthographic metrics widely used in this research area: the edit distance (Levenshtein 1965) , the longest common subsequence ratio (Melamed 1995) , and the XDice metric (Brew and McKelvie 1996) . 15 In addition, we use SpSim (Gomes and Pereira Lopes 2011), which outperformed the longest common subsequence ratio and a similarity measure based on the edit distance in previous experiments. To evaluate these metrics on our data set, we follow the strategy described in Inkpen, Frunza, and Kondrak (2005) . First, we compute the pairwise distances between pairs of words for each orthographic metric individually, as a single feature. 16 In order to detect the best threshold for discriminating between cognates and non-cognates, we run a decision stump classifier (provided by Weka) on the training set for each pair of languages and for each metric. A decision stump is a decision tree classifier with only one internal node and two leaves corresponding to our two class labels. Using the best threshold value selected for each metric and pair of languages (and using accuracy for optimization), we further classify the pairs of words in our test sets as cognates or non-cognates.
Results and Analysis.
In Table 6 we report the results for automatic identification of cognates using orthographic alignment. We report the n-gram values for which the best 14 For brevity, we use in the tables the ISO 639-1 codes for language abbreviation. We denote pairs of languages by the target language, given the fact that Romanian is always the source language in our experiments. 15 We use normalized similarity metrics for all experiments. For the edit distance, we subtract the normalized value from 1 in order to obtain similarity. 16 SpSim cannot be computed directly, as the other metrics, so we introduce an additional step in which we use one third of the training set (only cognates are needed) to learn orthographic changes. In order to maintain a stratified data set, we discard an equal number of non-cognates in the training set and then we compute the distances for the rest of the training set and for the test set. We use the remainder of the initial training set for the next step of the procedure.
Table 4
The most relevant orthographic cues for each pair of languages determined on the entire data sets using the χ 2 attribute evaluation method implemented in Weka.
Rank

It-Ro Fr-Ro Es-Ro
Pt-Ro 1 iu > io un > on −$ > o$ ie >ão 2 un > on ne > n− ţi > ci aţ > aç 3 l− > le iu > io − >ón ţi > çã 4 t$ > − $ ţi > ti ie > ió i$ > −$ 5 −$ > e$ e$> − $ at > adȃ$ > a$
Table 5
The most frequent orthographic cues for each pair of languages determined on the cognate lists using the raw frequencies.
Rank
It-Ro Fr-Ro Es-Ro
results are obtained and the hyperparameters for SVM, c, and γ. The best results are obtained for French and Spanish, and the lowest accuracy is obtained for Portuguese. The SVM produces better results for all considered languages except Portuguese, where the accuracy is equal. For Portuguese, both naive Bayes and SVM misclassify more noncognates as cognates than vice versa. A possible explanation might be the occurrence, in the data set, of more remotely related words, which are not labeled as cognates. To test this assumption, we analyzed the errors of the system and observed that around 38% of the pairs misclassified as cognates are actually more remotely related words. In Table 7 we report the results of previous methods for identifying cognates, for comparison. We observe that our method outperforms the orthographic metrics considered as individual features.
Cognates vs. Borrowings
In this subsection, we address the task of automatically distinguishing between borrowings and cognates (Ciobanu and Dinu 2015) . Given a pair of words, the task is to determine whether one is a historical descendant of the other, or whether they both share a common ancestor. For this experiment, we know a priori that the words are related. Further, we extend the research problem adding a new class for unrelated words. In other words, we have a classification task with three classes: cognates, borrowings, and unrelated words.
Experiments.
We apply our method on four pairs of languages extracted from the data set introduced in Section 4: Italian-Romanian, Portuguese-Romanian, Spanish-Romanian, and Turkish-Romanian. For the first three pairs of languages, which include sister languages, most cognate pairs have a Latin common ancestor, while for the fourth pair, which includes languages belonging to different families (Romance and Turkic), Table 6 Results for automatic detection of cognates using orthographic alignment. We report the precision (P), recall (R), F-score (F), and accuracy (A) obtained on the test sets and the optimal n-gram values. For SVM we also report the optimal hyperparameters c and γ obtained during cross-validation on the training sets.
Lang.
Naive 
Table 7
Comparison with previous methods for automatic detection of cognate pairs based on orthography. We report the precision (P), recall (R), F-score (F), and accuracy (A) obtained on the test sets and the optimal threshold t for discriminating between cognates and non-cognates. Table 8 we provide examples of borrowings and cognates. The data set contains borrowings 17 and cognates that share a common ancestor. We use a stratified data set of 2,600 pairs of related words for each pair of languages (that is, we have 1,300 pairs of cognates and 1,300 pairs of borrowings). In Table 9 we provide an initial analysis of our data set. We report statistics regarding the length of the words and the edit distance between them. Romanian words are almost in all situations shorter, on average, than their pairs. For Turkish-Romanian, len 1 is higher than len 2 , so we expect more deletions for this pair of languages. The edit columns show how much words vary from one language to another based on their relationship (cognates or borrowings). For Italian-Romanian, both distances are small (0.26 and 0.29), as opposed to the other languages, where there is a more significant difference between the two (e.g., 0.26 and 0.52 for Spanish-Romanian). The small difference for Italian-Romanian might make the discrimination between the two classes more difficult. Table 8 Examples of borrowings and cognates for Romanian. For cognates we also report the common ancestor.
Lang
Lang.
Borrowings Baselines. Given the initial analysis presented above, we hypothesize that the distance between the words might be indicative of the type of relationship between them. Previous studies (Inkpen, Frunza, and Kondrak 2005; Gomes and Pereira Lopes 2011) show that related and non-related words can be distinguished based on the distance between them, but a finer-grained task, such as determining the type of relationship between words, is probably more subtle. We compare our method with two baselines:
• A baseline that assigns a label based on the normalized edit distance between the words: given a test instance pair word 1 -word 2 , we subtract the average normalized edit distance between word 1 and word 2 from the average normalized edit distance of the cognate pairs and from the average normalized edit distance between the borrowings and their etymons (computed on the training set; see Table 9 ), and assign the label that yields a smaller difference (in absolute value). In case of equality, the label is chosen randomly.
• A decision tree classifier, following the strategy proposed by Inkpen, Frunza, and Kondrak (2005) : we use the normalized edit distance as single feature, and we fit a decision tree classifier with the maximum tree depth set to 1. We perform 3-fold cross-validation in order to select the best threshold for discriminating between borrowings and cognates. Using the best threshold selected for each language, we further assign one of the two classes to the pairs of words in our test set.
Table 10
Average precision (P), recall (R), F-score (F), and accuracy (A) for automatic discrimination between cognates and borrowings. 
Lang. Baseline #1
Table 11
Average precision (P), recall (R), F-score (F), accuracy (A), and optimal n-gram size for automatic discrimination between cognates and borrowings. For SVM we also report the optimal values for c and γ. Table 10 and Table 11 show the results for automatic discrimination between cognates and borrowings. The two baselines produce comparable results. For all pairs of languages, our method significantly outperforms the baselines (99% confidence level) 18 with values between 7% and 29% for the accuracy, suggesting that the n-grams extracted from the alignment of the words are better indicators of the type of relationship than the edit distance between them. SVM obtains, in most cases, better results than naive Bayes. The best results are obtained for Turkish-Romanian, with an accuracy of 90.1, followed by Portuguese-Romanian with 90.0 and Spanish-Romanian with 85.5 (for Portuguese-Romanian, naive Bayes obtains a slightly better result than SVM, with an accuracy of 91.6). These results show that, for these pairs of languages, the orthographic cues are different with regard to the relationship between words. For Italian-Romanian we obtain the lowest accuracy, 69.0. In this experiment, we know beforehand that there is a relationship between words, and our aim is to identify the type of relationship. However, in many situations this kind of a priori information is not available. In a real scenario, we would have to either add an intermediary classifier for discriminating between related and unrelated words, or to discriminate between three classes: cognates, borrowings, and unrelated. We augment our data set with unrelated words (determined based on their etymology), building a stratified data set annotated with three classes, and we repeat the previous experiment. The performance decreases, but the results are still significantly better than chance (99% confidence level). We obtained the following accuracy values on the test sets, when using the SVM classifier: Italian-Romanian 63.8, Portuguese-Romanian 77.6, Spanish-Romanian 74.0, and Turkish-Romanian 86.0. For Italian, borrowings turned out to be Table 12 Average precision (P), recall (R), F-score (F), accuracy (A), and optimal n-gram size for automatic discrimination between cognates and borrowings using various linguistic factors as additional features.
Lang.
Naive the most difficult class to identify correctly. For Turkish, the cognates were slightly more difficult to identify correctly compared to other classes, while for Portuguese and Spanish the lowest performance was obtained for unrelated words. In both cases, they were more often mistakenly identified as cognates than as borrowings.
Linguistic Factors.
To gain insight into the factors with high predictive power, we perform several further experiments. The results are reported in Table 12. • Part of speech. We investigate whether adding knowledge about the part of speech of the words leads to performance improvements. Verbs, nouns, adverbs, and adjectives have language-specific endings; thus we assume that part of speech (POS) might be useful when learning orthographic patterns. We obtain POS tags from the DexOnline machine-readable dictionary. We use the POS feature as an additional categorical feature for the learning algorithm. It turns out that, except for Portuguese-Romanian (accuracy 92.2), the additional POS feature does not improve the performance of our method.
• Hyphenization. We analyze whether the system benefits from using the hyphenated form of the words as input to the alignment algorithm. We are interested to see whether marking the boundaries between the syllables improves the alignment (and, thus, the feature extraction). The hyphen boundaries ("|") are considered as additional characters in the input strings. We obtain the hyphenization for the words in our data set from the RoSyllabiDict dictionary (Barbu 2008) for Romanian words and several available Perl modules 19 for the other languages. For Portuguese-Romanian the accuracy increases by about 2 percentage points, reaching a value of 91.9.
• Consonants. We examine the performance of our system when trained and tested only on the aligned consonant skeletons of the words (i.e., a version of the words where vowels are discarded). According to Ashby and Maidment (2005) , consonants change at a slower pace than vowels across time; while the former are regarded as reference points, the latter are believed to carry less information useful for identifying the words (Gooskens, Heeringa, and Beijering 2008) . The performance of the system decreases when vowels are removed (95% confidence level). We also train and test the decision tree classifier on this version of the data set, and its performance is lower in this case as well (95% confidence level), indicating that, for our task, the information carried by the vowels is helpful.
• Stems. We repeat the first experiment using stems as input, instead of lemmas. What we seek to understand is whether the aligned affixes are indicative of the type of relationship between words. We use the Snowball Stemmer 20 and we find that the performance decreases when stems are used instead of lemmas. Performing a χ 2 feature ranking on the features extracted from mismatches in the alignment of the related words reveals further insight into this matter: For all pairs of languages, at least one feature containing the $ character (indicating the beginning or the end of a word) is ranked among the 10 most relevant features, and over 50 are ranked among the 500 most relevant features. This suggests that prefixes and suffixes (usually removed by the stemmer) vary with the type of relationship between words.
• Diacritics. We explore whether removing diacritics influences the performance of the system. Many words have undergone transformations by the augmentation of language-specific diacritics when entering a new language. For this reason, we expect diacritics to play a role in the classification task. We observe that, when diacritics are removed, the accuracy on the test set is lower in almost all situations. Analyzing the ranking of the features extracted from mismatches in the alignment provides even stronger evidence in this direction: For all pairs of languages, more than a fifth of the top 500 features contain diacritics.
Production of Related Words
We present a method for producing related words based on orthography. We account for the type of relationship between words, making a clear distinction between protowords, borrowed words, and cognates. Our goal is to achieve state-of-the-art performance in reconstructing proto-words using less resources than in previous studiesthat is, without using a lexicon or a data set in the recipient language, for example. We aim at providing a tool for linguists to use in their research.
Methodology
In this section we introduce a new technique for the production of related words. Our goal is to develop a tool that would provide support in historical linguistics, where the produced words would be further analyzed by domain experts. We propose an approach based on conditional random fields. We apply a sequence labeling method that predicts the form of the related words.
Conditional Random Fields.
From the alignment of related words in the training set, the system learns orthographic patterns for the changes in spelling between the source and the target language. The method that we utilize is based on sequence labeling, an approach that has been proven useful in generating transliterations (Ganesh et al. 2008; Ammar, Dyer, and Smith 2012) . In our case, the words are the sequences, and their characters are the tokens. Our purpose is to obtain, for each input word, a sequence of characters that compose its related word. To this end, we use conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty, McCallum, and Pereira 2001) . As features for the CRF system, we use character n-grams from the input words, extracted from a fixed window w around the current token.
Pairwise Sequence Alignment. To align pairs of words, we use the Needleman and Wunsch (1970) global alignment algorithm. 21 For example, for the Romanian word frumos (meaning beautiful) and its Latin ancestor formosus, the alignment is as follows:
f -r u m o s -f o r -m o s u s
For each character in the source word (after the alignment), the associated label is the character that occurs on the same position in the target word. In the case of insertions, we add the new character to the previous label, because there is no input character in the source language to which we could associate the inserted character as label. We account for affixes separately: For each input word, we add two more characters B and E, marking the beginning and the end of the word. The characters that are inserted in the target word at the beginning or at the end of the word are associated with these special characters. In order to reduce the number of labels, we replace the label with * for input tokens that are identical to their labels. Thus, for the previous example, the labels are as follows: 22 B f r u m o s E ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ * fo * -* * * usE Evaluation Measures. Following previous work in this area (Bouchard-Côté et al. 2007; Beinborn, Zesch, and Gurevych 2013) , we use the following evaluation measures to assess the performance of our method:
• Average edit distance. To assess how close the productions are to the correct form of their related words, we report the edit distance between the produced words and the gold standard. We report both the un-normalized and the normalized edit distance. For normalization in the [0,1] interval, we divide the edit distance by the length of the longest string.
• Coverage. Also known as top n accuracy, the coverage is a relaxed metric that computes the percentage of input words for which the n-best output list contains the correct proto-word (the gold standard). We use n ∈ {1, 5, 10}.
The practical importance of analyzing the top n results is that we offer a filter to narrow down the possible forms of the output words to a low-dimensional list, which linguists can analyze, aiming to identify the correct form of the proto-word. Note that the coverage for n = 1 is the well-known measure accuracy.
• Mean reciprocal rank. The mean reciprocal rank is an evaluation measure that applies to systems producing an ordered output list for each input instance. Given an input word, the higher the position of its correct proto-word in the output list, the higher the mean reciprocal rank value:
where m is the number of input instances, and rank i is the position of w i 's proto-word in the output list. If w i 's correct proto-word is not in the output list, we consider the reciprocal rank 0.
Task Set-up. We split each data set in subsets for train, development, and test (3:1:1 ratio). For inferring the form of the related words, we use the CRF implementation provided by the Mallet toolkit (McCallum 2002) . For parameter tuning, we perform a grid search for the number of iterations in {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100} and for the size of the window w in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Reconstruction of Proto-words
We address the problem of reconstructing proto-words in two steps (Ciobanu and Dinu 2018) . First, given cognate pairs in multiple modern languages and their common ancestors, we apply a method based on sequence labeling for reconstructing proto-words. We apply the method on each modern language individually. Second, we propose several ensemble methods for combining information from multiple systems, with the purpose of joining the best productions from all modern languages. Through experiments, we show that our best ensemble system outperforms previous results Bouchard- Côté et al. 2007 . The novelty of our approach is enhancing the sequence alignment system with an additional step of reranking. We also compute the results of an oracle, which shows the potential of this approach. The proposed methods have the advantage of not requiring phonetic transcripts and other data besides the training word pairs (such as a corpus in the target language, as some of the existing methods require); external information regarding language evolution is difficult to obtain for some languages, and this method can be applied on low-resourced and endangered languages. Moreover, as opposed to previous methods, our system is able to reconstruct proto-words even from incomplete cognate sets (cognate pairs in multiple modern languages descending from a common proto-language).
Ensembles.
Ensembles of classifiers combine the results of multiple classifiers, in order to improve performance. In our case, the classifiers use different input data: We train a classifier for each modern language and combine their results, in order to obtain Latin proto-words with higher accuracy. Our goal is to improve the performance of the system by taking advantage of the information provided by all considered languages. Each classifier produces, for each input word, an n-best list of possible proto-words. To combine the outputs of the classifiers, we propose four fusion methods based on the ranks in the n-best lists and the probability estimates provided by the individual classifiers for each possible production.
Given a cognate set, we combine the n-best lists previously obtained to compute a joint n-best list that leverages information from all modern languages. Our methodology is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Fusion by Rank. We compute an average rank for each production from the n-best lists, as the average rank from all modern languages. We favor words that occur on the first position in multiple n-best lists. In other words, for a given n-best list, we associate weights in a de Borda (1781) sense to all the words from the list: we give weight n to the word produced with the highest confidence, n − 1 to the second one, and so on, until weight 1 to the n-th produced word. For an n-best list L i and a word u, we denote by w(u i ) the weight of word u in L i ; if u is not a word from list L i , then w(u i ) = 0. Given k n-best lists (one for each modern language) and a produced word u, we define the rank weight of u over the k n-best lists as:
Fusion by Rank and Accuracy. Starting from the previous fusion method, we also take into account the training accuracy for each language. We give more importance to the vote of the languages that obtained a better performance, multiplying the weight by the training accuracy. In other words, for each n-best list L i , let π(i) be the training accuracy for language i. Given k n-best lists (one for each modern language) and a produced word u, we define the rank-accuracy weight of u over the k n-best lists as:
Fusion by Weight. We compute an average confidence score for each production from the n-best lists, using the confidence score reported by the sequence labeling system. We rerank the productions based on the average confidence score. Given k n-best lists (one for each modern language), a produced word u, and w(u i ) the confidence score of
Step 1: CRF inference based on pairwise sequence alignment CRF inference ...
rank, weight, accuracy
Step 2: ensemble proto-word reconstruction based on n-best list aggregation 
Figure 2
Methodology for reconstructing proto-words. the sequence labeling system in list L i , we define the confidence weight of u over the k n-best lists as:
This is similar to the first fusion method, but uses the sequence labeling system's weights instead of the weights obtained from the ranking in the n-best lists.
Fusion by Weight and Accuracy. Starting from the previous fusion method, we also take into account the training accuracy for each language. We give more importance to the vote of the languages that obtained a better performance, multiplying the score by the training accuracy. Given k n-best lists (one for each modern language), a produced word u, and w(u i ) the confidence score of the sequence labeling system in list L i , we define the confidence-accuracy weight of u over the k n-best lists as:
This is similar to the second fusion method, but uses the sequence labeling system's weights instead of the weights obtained from the ranking in the n-best lists. The output of each ensemble is a new n-best list in which the words are sorted in descending order of their computed weights, as described in Equations (2)-(5).
Oracle. An oracle classifier is an ensemble method that produces the correct result if any of the included classifiers produces the correct result. The purpose of an oracle is to determine the upper limit of an ensemble.
Experiments. We use data sets of Romance languages with Latin ancestors:
Data set 1. The data set proposed by Bouchard-Côté et al. (2007) . It contains 585 complete cognate sets in three Romance languages (Spanish, Portuguese, Italian) and their common Latin ancestors. It is provided in two versions: orthographic and phonetic (IPA transcriptions). This data set allows us to compare our results with a previous stateof-the-art method for reconstructing proto-words.
Data set 2. The data set proposed by Reinheimer Ripeanu (2001) . It consists of 1,102 cognate sets in five Romance languages (Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French, Romanian) and their common Latin ancestors. Note that not all of these cognate sets are complete (i.e., for some of them there are not cognates provided in all five modern languages).
Data set 3. The data set introduced in Section 4. It contains 3,218 complete cognate sets in five Romance languages (Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French, Romanian) and their common Latin ancestors. An example of a cognate set from this data set: vehicul (Ro) véhicule (Fr) veicolo (It) vehículo (Es) veículo (Pt) vehiculum (Lat) 6.2.3 Results and Analysis. In Table 13 we report the results of our individual systems (one for each modern language) and the ensemble results for reconstructing proto-words. For individual experiments, Italian obtains the lowest average edit distance on all data sets.
For ensembles, we experimented with the four fusion methods described in the previous section, but report only the best performing one. Out of the four proposed fusion methods, the first two lead to similar results, which are superior to the other two. The best-performing ensemble uses the second fusion method, which assigns scores based on the rank in the n-best lists and the training accuracy for each individual system. We also tried applying the ensembles on language subsets (i.e., not to take all modern languages into account at once). We investigated all combinations, and in the majority of cases using all modern languages leads to the highest performance among all ensembles.
In Table 14 we show an example of our systems' output n-best lists. This example illustrates how the ensemble can improve on the individual classifiers, by ranking the correct production higher than all the other systems. For all data sets, we obtained performance improvements for reconstructing proto-words when we combined individual results using ensembles.
As expected, the highest performance was obtained by the oracle classifiers. The results show the high potential of the ensemble methods for reconstructing protowords. The average edit distance of our best-performing ensemble, on Data set 3, is 1.07, meaning that, on average, the reconstructions obtained by the system are a little more than one character different from the correct proto-words. Furthermore, the correct proto-word is listed among the 5-best list productions of our system in 70% of the cases (increasing to 74% for 10-best lists). These results are encouraging, having in mind the purpose of our system: to be a tool to be used by linguists (not to substitute the work of the experts).
Overall, we notice that the results are significantly better for Data sets 2 and 3 than for Data set 1. One possible explanation is the nature of the data set: whereas Data sets 2 and 3 are built based on the etymologies of the words (that is, the genetic relationships are taken into account), for Data set 1 the cognacy decisions have been made based on an edit distance threshold between the words (Bouchard-Côté et al. 2007) .
To test this assumption, we ran an additional experiment, training the system on a subset of Data set 3 having the same size as Data set 1. The performance was close to that reported for Data set 3 in Table 13 , confirming that it is the nature of the data set rather than its size that influences the results.
Another interesting case is that of the cognate sets that could be identified in the modern Romance languages, but for which it was not possible to trace any evidence of their Latin ancestor. In this situation, the Latin form has been artificially generated. We applied our best-performing ensemble system on four such Latin words: oblitare (Brodsky 2009 ), fortia (Alkire and Rosen 2010), barra, and blancus. The corresponding cognate sets are reported in Table 15 .
The system was able to reconstruct the Latin proto-word correctly in three of the four cases. In two cases, the correct proto-word was the first prediction of the system (blancus, barra), and in another case the correct Latin proto-word was on the second position in the system's n-best list of productions (fortia). For oblitare, the system's second production was obliare, only one letter different from the correct proto-word.
Error Analysis. In this subsection we perform a brief analysis of the errors of our ensemble systems. The purpose of this step is to understand where the systems are not able to learn the correct production rules, in order to improve them in the future.
Table 13
Reconstructing Latin proto-words. The first column indicates the modern language (or ensemble) that we used for training. For ensembles we report the results for the best performing ensemble. We report the average edit distance between the produced form and the correct form of the proto-word (EDIT) un-normalized (and in parentheses the normalized version), the coverage (COV for n ∈ {1, 5, 10}), and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR). Looking at the incorrect productions that have one character different from the correct proto-word, we notice that sometimes the final consonant is mistaken (5% of the errors). Most commonly, um instead of us (4.1% of the errors): serenum instead of serenus, cantum instead of cantus, novum instead of novus. Another one-character mistake is sometimes failing to double a consonant (4% of the errors). For example, For productions that have two characters different from the correct proto-word, we notice the following patterns in the incorrect productions: Sometimes the character f is mistakenly obtained instead of ph: asfaltus instead of asphaltus, eufonia instead of euphonia, diafragma instead of diaphragma. Another interesting pattern is obtaining the suffix a instead of us: citrina instead of citrinus, alba instead of albus. When this occurs for adjectives, the productions are not incorrect words in Latin; we obtain the feminine form instead of the masculine.
Language
Comparison with Previous Work. Data set 1 allows us a fair comparison with the stateof-the-art method proposed by Bouchard-Côté et al. (2007) , as illustrated in Table 16 . On the same data set, the authors report 2.34 average edit distance between the produced words and the gold standard, when recreating Latin proto-words using the phonetic transcriptions. On the same data set, we obtain better results on both the orthographic and the phonetic version of the data set. The best of our systems (ensemble with fusion method based on the rank in the n-best lists and the training accuracy) obtains 2.28 average edit distance on the phonetic version of the data set and 2.31 average edit distance on the orthographic version. The oracle obtains 1.76 average edit distance on the orthographic version of the data set and 1.93 on the phonetic version.
The improvement of our systems is noteworthy because we are able to obtain these results with less data than in previous experiments-which in historical linguistics is essential, as resources are most of the time scarce: The system is able to perform well even when not having the phonetic transcripts of the words.
Additional Experiments: Neural Production of Related Words. We performed additional experiments using a recurrent neural network (RNN) system with an encoder-decoder Comparison between previous work and our ensembles and oracles on Data set 1 (the lower the average edit distance between the correct proto-word and the production, the better).
System
Average edit distance Bouchard-Côté et al. (2007) 2.34 Ensemble (orthographic) 2.31 Ensemble (phonetic) 2.28 Oracle (orthographic) 1.76 Oracle (phonetic) 1.93 architecture instead of a CRF. RNNs have been proven useful in many applications and are suitable for sequence labeling problems. However, they require large amounts of training data. In historical linguistics in general, and in the problem of reconstructing proto-words in particular, the resources are often scarce. Thus, we were interested to see whether RNNs can outperform the CRF system. We experimented with an encoderdecoder system with two long short-term memory layers, with stochastic gradient descent optimization and a global attention mechanism (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) . We used the RNN implementation provided by TensorFlow (Luong, Brevdo, and Zhao 2017) . We experimented with Word2Vec character embeddings as features, and also with embeddings extracted from the aligned words (similar to the features used for the CRF system).
The results of the RNN system are lower than those of the CRF system. The results are not included here, because they do not provide better performance. We leave for future work experimenting with additional features and set-ups, in order to compensate for the lack of training data.
Production of Modern Words
For borrowed words, we investigate the derivation of a word from a donor language into a recipient language (Dinu and Ciobanu 2017) . Given the form of a word u in a donor language L 1 , we develop a method that predicts the form v of the word u in a recipient language L 2 , with the hypotheses that the word v will be derived in L 2 from the word u (through a borrowing process).
6.3.1 Experiments. We use the data set of related words introduced in Section 4, from which we extract Romanian words having etymons in 20 languages, covering all the European language families. 23 Romanian is a Romance language belonging to the Italic branch of the Indo-European language family. It is surrounded by Slavic languages and its relationship with the large Romance kernel was difficult. Its geographic position north of the Balkans put it in contact not only with the Balkan area but also with the vast majority of Slavic languages. Political and administrative relationships with the Ottoman Empire, Greece (the Phanariot domination), and the Habsburg Empire exposed Romanian to a wide variety of linguistic influences.
Table 17
Producing related words for borrowings, using lemmas as input. The recipient language is, in all cases, Romanian. We report the un-normalized average edit distance between the produced form and the correct form of the borrowing (and between parentheses the normalized version) and the coverage for the baseline and the proposed system. We use a "majority class" type of baseline that does not take context into account. That is, it replaces each character in the source word with the most probably corresponding character in the target word, without taking previous and subsequent characters into account. The probabilities are extracted from the training data set. 6.3.2 Results and Analysis. First, we experiment using lemmas (dictionary word forms) as input. The results for this experiment are listed in Table 17 . We observe that the best results are obtained from French and English donor words. The first eight languages that are ranked higher are those with which Romanian has the most intense cultural interaction, either more recently (English, for example), or in the past: in the period of the "re-Latinization" of Romanian (when the Italian and French influence was remarkable) or by continuous contact (with Turkish). The performance of producing word forms is lower even for related languages (such as Portuguese and Spanish); these languages are more remote from Romania, from a geographical point of view, and this might have made the contact between languages more difficult. What is more, for Spanish, for example, there has never been a significant Spanish cultural influence on Romanian.
Donor
The method we propose outperforms the baseline significantly for all considered languages except for Turkish, regarding the edit distance. Our assumption was that context is very relevant in producing related words and our hypothesis is confirmed by the difference in performance between our method and the baseline (since the baseline does not take context into account).
Table 18
Producing related words for borrowings in Romanian, using stems as input. For our method, we mark with * the results for which the difference to the experiment using lemmas as input is statistically significant (pairwise t-test, p < 0.05). We further repeat this experiment with a modified version of the data set, in which we discard diacritics, in order to see if (and how) diacritics influence the learning process. The results are slightly improved when diacritics are not taken into account.
Donor
In a third experiment on producing modern words, we use, instead of lemmas, stems. Both lemmatization and stemming reduce the form of inflected or derived words to a common base word form, but stemming does this in a more drastic manner. That is, it reduces the words to much shorter forms than lemmatization. Furthermore, stemming might also remove prefixes from the words, which lemmatization does not. We believe that this might make a difference. We are interested to see if training and testing the system on stems, instead of lemmas, leads to better results. We use the Snowball Stemmer, which provides stemmers for 9 of our 20 donor languages. The results for this experiment are reported in Table 18 . A possible explanation for the fact that stemming does not improve performance is that foreign influences, in the case of new words entering the language, can occur in the root of the words as well, and thus the root is not necessarily easier to produce than the entire word (that is, including affixes). This shows that Romanian is a complex language, partly because of the richness of its morphological changes. There have been many morpho-phonological changes across time, and in declinations and conjugations there are alternations even in the stem of the word (Radulescu Sala, Carabulea, and Contras 2015) . Another possible explanation is that, by stemming, we lose information.
Production of Cognates
Further, we address the production of cognates. This task is very similar to producing related words for borrowings; the only difference is that instead of using a data set of etymon-word pairs, we use a data set of cognate pairs, extracted from the same data set of related words. In recent years, there has been a significant interest in identifying cognates using computational methods, but very few studies address the automatic production of the cognate pairs. Our purpose is to determine whether the system behaves differently, in terms of performance, for cognates compared to borrowings.
6.4.1 Experiments. In the first experiment, we identify five pairs of languages and their corresponding cognate pairs: Romanian-Spanish, Romanian-Italian, Romanian-Turkish, Romanian-Portuguese, and Romanian-English. We are interested in investigating if, for a given pair of languages, having one word from a cognate pair, we can automatically determine the orthographic form of its cognate pair.
Further, we take into account the common ancestor of the cognate pairs and investigate in which language the production is better. To this end, we extracted two data sets: one data set of Latin words that entered Romanian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian (Table 19a ) and another data set of French words that entered Romanian and Turkish (Table 19b ). 6.4.2 Results and Analysis. The results for the first experiment are reported in Table 20 . For all five languages, the system performs, in both directions (i.e., from L 1 to L 2 and from L 2 to L 1 ) better than for deriving modern word forms from their ancestors. In Table 21 we report several examples of our system on producing cognates.
Table 20
Producing related words for cognates. For our method, we mark with * the results for which the differences to the first experiment are statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U-test, p < 0.05). 
Lang. Baseline This Work
Table 21
Examples of producing cognates. The first column indicates the donor language. The recipient language is, in all cases, Romanian. The arrows (→, ←) indicate the direction of the production process. In the last column, we emphasize the true cognate (in bold). The results for the second experiment are reported in Table 19 . We observe that for the first data set (Latin ancestors) the production is best for Italian, followed by Romanian and Spanish.
Language
We perform the one-way ANOVA F-test (p < 0.05) with the null hypothesis H 0 : EDIT Ro = EDIT Es = EDIT Pt = EDIT It , where EDIT L is the average edit distance between the produced and the correct word form, on the test set, for language L. Because the p-value is less than 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis. Further pairwise t-tests show that difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05) for Italian-Portuguese, Portuguese-Romanian, and Portuguese-Spanish. For the second data set (French ancestors), the system was able to learn orthographic patterns much better for Romanian than for Turkish. A pairwise t-test shows that the difference between the two languages is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Conclusions
In this article, we designed tools to be used in historical linguistics, ran experiments on multiple data sets, and showed that they improve on the state-of-the-art results.
We described a dictionary-based approach to identifying cognates based on etymology and etymons. We accounted for relationships between languages and we extracted etymology-related information from electronic dictionaries.
We proposed a method for automatically identifying related words based on sequence alignment. We used aligned pairs of words to extract rules for lexical changes occurring when words enter new languages. We first applied our method for the task of identifying cognates on an automatically extracted data set of cognates for four pairs of languages. Then we applied the method for the task of discriminating between cognates and borrowings based on their orthography. Our results show that it is possible to identify the type of relationship with fairly good performance (over 85.0 accuracy for three out of the four pairs of languages that we investigated). Our predictive analysis shows that the orthographic cues are different for cognates and borrowings, and that underlying linguistic factors captured by our model, such as affixes and diacritics, are indicative of the type of relationship between words. Other insights, such as the hyphenization or the part of speech of the words, are shown to have little or no predictive power. We intend to further account for finer-grained characteristics of the words and to extend our experiments to more languages. The method we proposed is language-independent, but we believe that incorporating language-specific knowledge might improve the system's performance.
We introduced an automatic method for the production of related words. We used an approach based on sequence labeling and sequence alignment, combining the results of individual systems using ensembles. We obtained fairly good results, and improved on previous work in this area. Our method has the advantage of requiring less input data than previous methods, and also accepting incomplete data, which is essential in historical linguistics, where resources are scarce. We first applied our method on multiple data sets of Romance languages, in order to reconstruct Latin proto-words. We conclude that leveraging information from multiple modern languages, in ensemble systems, improves the performance on this task, producing n-best list of proto-words to be further analyzed by linguists and to assist in the process of comparative reconstruction for endangered or extinct languages. Then we experimented with producing modern word forms for Romanian as a recipient language. We showed that languages are grouped, in the ranking, by their cultural influence on Romanian, rather than by the language families. We emphasize the difference in behavior between learning and producing borrowings, given their etymons (ancestors), and learning and producing cognates. The direction of the production does not seem to influence the results. Even when the output sequence does not match the true cognate, it might be a valid word in the recipient language. Sometimes, the produced sequences represent older forms of the words used today or, for nouns, the feminine form of the word. We observe that learning patterns from cognates lead to much better results than learning patterns from borrowings.
As future work, we intend to refine the fusion methods for the ensemble classifiers-as the oracle results showed the high potential of the approach-and to evaluate our method on other data sets that cover more languages (e.g., the Swadesh lists or the Austronesian basic vocabulary database [Greenhill, Blust, and Gray 2008] ). We also intend to investigate further ways of improving the performance of the CRF system and to enhance the RNN system even with little data available.
